Abstract. A cascaded reduced-dimension (RD)space
Introduction
Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) radar has drawn considerable attention in recent years [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . According to the system configuration, two classes of MIMO radar are mainly investigated, i.e., distributed MIMO radar [2] , [3] and collocated MIMO radar [4] . Because of the waveform diversity property, the collocated MIMO radar can produce extended virtual array aperture and enlarge the system degree of freedom (DOF) [4] , [5] . Thus the collocated MIMO radar is applicable for the airborne platform which severely limits the aperture length and the weight of the airborne radar [5] , [6] , [7] . Meanwhile, space-time adaptive processing (STAP) [8] , [9] , [10] has become a crucial technique for the airborne radar to suppress the clutter and realize the ground moving target indication (GMTI). Nowadays, the airborne MIMO radar is combined with STAP technique to improve the clutter suppression and GMTI performance [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Due to the extra DOF provided by the waveform diversity, MIMO-STAP system enlarges the requirement of the independent and identically distributed (IID) training samples according to the well-known Reed-Mallett-Brennan (RMB) rule [16] , and suffers a tremendous increase in computational cost. These practical problems have severely limited the development and application of MIMO-STAP. Up to now, various reduced-dimension (RD) STAP algorithms [12] [13] [14] [15] have been developed for airborne MIMO radar to decrease the training sample requirement and the computational burden, such as the classical tri-iterative algorithm (TRIA) [14] , [15] .
Moreover, the practical operation environment of airborne radar becomes progressively complicated, and the target detection capability of airborne radar is usually affected by jamming and other interferences [10] , [17] , [18] . The existence of jammers will further bring additional processing difficulty to the conventional STAP system [10] . Therefore, we should investigate effective STAP approaches in the presence of jammers to mitigate the clutter plus jamming. To the best of our knowledge, the state-of-art research focusing on the MIMO-STAP method under jamming condition is still relatively less.
Aiming at the above problem and the research status, a cascaded RD MIMO-STAP method is proposed in this paper. Two stages are involved in this method. In the first stage, the orthogonal complementary subspace of jamming is obtained in the passive radar mode, and partial receive DOF is utilized to cancel the jamming. In the second stage, we conduct the TRIA to suppress the clutter after the matched-filtering and time-delaying, and to further reduce the dimension. Therefore, the separate jammer and clutter rejection is performed, and the computational cost is efficiently reduced as well as the required IID sample number. Simulation results are provided to verify the effectiveness of the proposed MIMO-STAP method for clutter plus jamming suppression. 
where i  is the reflect coefficient of the clutter patch at θ i , 
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Assume there exist J independent jammers in practical circumstance. And each jammer is independent at different times in temporal domain, i.e., it is Doppler white. Then the jamming covariance matrix can be written as
where
 is the variance of the i th jammer, and sj,i f is the normalized spatial frequency of the i th jammer.
Assume the noise obeys white Gaussian distribution in both the spatial and temporal domains, thus the noise covariance matrix can be written as  is the variance of the additive white noise.
Considering the clutter, the jammer and the noise exist at the same time, the fully-adaptive weight vector
for MIMO radar STAP can be calculated by
where C J W    R R R R represents the clutter-plus-jamming-plus-noise covariance matrix, and The full-dimension optimum STAP can suppress the clutter and jamming simultaneously. With the extension of processing dimension in MIMO radar, the training sample number L of the full-dimension MIMO-STAP should meet the requirement L  2KMN to estimate the matrix R efficiently [16] . However, it is very difficult to acquire enough IID samples in the practical non-homogeneous clutter scenarios. Moreover, the complexity to compute the matrix estimation and inversion is
. The problem of computational cost is so challenging that the real-time processing can hardly be realized [8] , [9] , [10] . Therefore, the effective RD techniques should be investigated for MIMO-STAP under jamming condition.
Cascaded RD MIMO-STAP Method for Clutter plus Jamming Suppression
Exploiting the different signal model characteristics between jamming and clutter, we put forward a cascaded RD MIMO-STAP method in this section. The proposed method is conducted in two steps: (1) suppressing the jamming by its orthogonal complementary subspace; (2) suppressing the clutter by utilizing TRIA. The processing diagram is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Processing diagram of the proposed method.
Jamming Cancellation Based on Subspace Orthogonality
In the first stage, we utilize a transformation matrix B to suppress the jamming in the spatial receive domain, which is determined by the 1 N  receive signals of the first pulse in passive radar mode. When the airborne MIMO radar operates in the passive mode, only the jamming and the noise are acquired at the receive site, while the target signal and the clutter are not contained.
Then the receive jamming plus noise covariance matrix in passive mode can be described as 2 H r j, r sj, r sj, 1
Through performing eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) on r R , we can obtain
where 1 1 2 diag( , , )
are the matrix of eigenvectors corresponding to 1 Λ and 2 Λ , respectively. Based on the subspace property in matrix theory [19] , J E constitutes the jamming subspace, while J  E constitutes the orthogonal complementary subspace of jamming. Then we select J   B E as the transformation matrix to function on the radar echo, which is orthogonal to the jamming subspace. Thus, the jamming signal is suppressed when MIMO radar operates in active mode, and the dimension reduction is implemented in the spatial receive domain at the same time (from N to N J  ).
Clutter Rejection Based on TRIA
After the jamming suppression stage in active radar mode, the k th echo pulse of the clutter signal received by ( ) N J  channels can be written as
where s(t) represents the transmit waveform vector of MIMO radar which satisfies the orthogonality condition
where T 0 is the pulse width.
Next, the clutter output of the matched filters with M transmit waveforms behind each channel is expressed as
Further, by stacking the K pulse data c c c c
of the delay lines according to the column order, we can obtain the space-time data vector of the clutter signal after jamming suppression
Comparing (11) to (1) 
Then after the similar corresponding processing, the jamming covariance matrix and the noise covariance matrix can be respectively expressed as
Due to the orthogonality between B and the jamming subspace [19] , we can come to the conclusion that the jamming covariance matrix J   R 0 in theory. We define 
Then based on the idea of TRIA [14] , [15] and the structure of the novel clutter model, the whole weight vector
can be described as the following separable form
are the reduced-dimension weight vectors corresponding to the Doppler, the transmit and the receive parts, respectively. Thus (15) can be further rewritten as 
According to the above formulation, the implementation steps to determine the low-dimension adaptive weight vectors d  w , t  w and r  w through solving (17) are summarized as follows:
(a) Given the normalized initial values
(b) Construct the receive reduced-dimension transformation matrix 
(e) Repeat performing (b), (c) and (d) to calculate 
Analysis of the Required Sample Number and the Computational Burden
For the efficient estimation of d  R , t  R and r  R in our proposed MIMO-STAP method, the required sample number L  should be larger than or equal to 2 max{ , ,( )} K M N J  . Moreover, the computational complexity of the proposed method is merely
which involves the matrix estimation and inversion, where I is the iteration number, and 4~5 I  in the simulation when the iteration thresholds are set as 1 2 0.001
. Therefore, the sample requirement and computational load of the proposed MIMO-STAP method are far less than those of the full-dimension MIMO-STAP introduced in Sec. 2, which are L  2KMN and
Meanwhile, the required sample number L of the direct TRIA for clutter plus jamming suppression should be larger than or equal to 2 max{ , , } K M N , and the computational complexity under the same iteration number is
 usually holds in general, the sample requirement of the proposed method approximates to that of the direct TRIA. However, the computational burden of the proposed method is further reduced, while the near clutter plus jamming suppression performance of MIMO-STAP can be achieved compared to the direct TRIA.
Under the typical parameters: temporal pulse number 16 K  , transmit array element number 10 M  , receive array element number 10 N  , jammer number 2 J  , and iteration number 5 I  , the corresponding quantitative comparisons based on the above analysis are listed in Tab. 1 to illustrate the advantage of our method in terms of the sample requirement and computational complexity. 
Simulation Results
In the simulation, the basic parameters for MIMO-STAP are K = 16, M = 10, N = 10, λ = 0.23 m, d t = =d r =0.115 m, β = 1, T = 500 s, V = 115 m/s, H = 8000 m, N c = 180. Besides, the cone angle of the target is assumed to be located at the side-looking direction of the airborne radar, which means the normalized spatial frequency of the target is f s,0 = 0. The tolerance thresholds in TRIA are set as 1 2 0.001
. The clutter-to-noise ratio (CNR) is 40 dB.
Assume there exist two independent jammers at the jamming directions ψ 1 = 60° and ψ 2 = 120° in the scenario, i.e., f sj,1 = 0.25 and f sj,2 = -0.25, respectively, and the jamming-to-noise ratios (JNRs) are both 40 dB. Figure 3 sents the corresponding clutter plus jamming spectrum and its projection. From Fig. 3 , we can observe that the jamming spectrum is distributed along the Doppler frequencies and is discrete at spatial frequencies, which meets the analysis of the jamming signal model shown in Sec. 2.
The STAP performance is evaluated by improvement factor (IF), which is defined as the ratio of output signalto-clutter-plus-jamming-plus-noise ratio (SCJNR) to the input SCJNR. Then in the following simulations, the receive jamming plus noise sample number applied to estimate R r in the passive radar mode is fixed to 40. As comparison, the optimum IF value is provided in each simulation figure indicated by "Optimum", which can be expressed as 
where the covariance matrix R = R C + R J + R W is ideal and accurately known, not the estimated one produced by the training samples. training sample number is adopted in TRIA, which is obviously lower than the MIMO-STAP dimension KMN and accords with the real clutter scenario. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the proposed method converges to stability very well after 4~5 iterations, and the convergence value is approximate to that of the direct TRIA, which is about 3 dB lower than the ideal optimum IF value of the full-dimension MIMO-STAP. Moreover, the computational load is lower than that of the direct TRIA because of the receive dimension reduction in the jamming suppression stage. tion that JNR 1 = 30 dB and JNR 2 = 50 dB, which is different from the previous simulation, the IF against the iteration number in TRIA at f d,0 = 0.25 is depicted in Fig. 5 . From Fig. 5 , it can be found that the proposed method still owns stable convergence property in the changed JNR case, and only the convergence value is different from that in Fig. 4 . Therefore, the theoretical correctness of our method is further validated. Afterwards, we return to the original JNR setting (JNR 1 = JNR 2 = 40 dB) to implement the following simulations. 
Conclusion
Aiming at the typical jamming scenario, we propose a cascaded RD STAP method for airborne MIMO radar in this paper. Based on the different characteristics between jamming and clutter, we first cancel the jamming through utilizing the orthogonal property of its complementary subspace, with the reduction of the receive dimension. Next, the clutter is eliminated by TRIA based on the separation of the Doppler, transmit and receive weight vectors for MIMO-STAP. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed method can provide excellent capability of clutter plus jamming suppression. Besides, the proposed cascaded MIMO-STAP method can effectively reduce the sample requirement and the computational burden, which is valuable for practical engineering application.
In our future research, the real scenario will be taken into consideration, including the clutter and the jammer. Meanwhile, more application tools can be utilized to execute our proposed method and produce practical results, such as field programmable gate array (FPGA) and C program, etc. Under the novel FPGA framework, the real-time requirement is a key factor when conducting the proposed cascaded MIMO-STAP algorithm. Thus, reasonable allocation and parallel implementation of the whole task are essential. On the other hand, efficient C program for realizing the conventional and fixed operations can be packaged into digital signal processor (DSP) and assembled with the new application system to further accelerate the processing speed. 
